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Carbon is one of the most essential components of living organisms. There are two 

stable isotopes of carbon C-12 and C-13. After these two one more isotope of carbon is 

present C-14. Carbon is used for radiocarbon dating  

  One of the most amazing properties of carbon is its ability to make long carbon 
chains and rings. This property of carbon is known as catenation.  

  Carbon has many special abilities out of all one unique ability is that carbon 
forms double or triple bonds with itself and with other electronegative atoms like 
oxygen and nitrogen.  

  These two properties of carbon i.e catenation and multiple bond formation, it has 
the number of allotropic forms.  

  Allotrope is nothing but the existence of an element in many forms which will 
have different physical property but will have similar chemical properties and its 
forms are called allotropes of allotropic forms. Allotropes are defined as the two 
or more physical forms of one element. These allotropes are all based on carbon 
atoms but exhibit different physical properties, especially with regard to 
hardness.  

  The two common, crystalline allotropes of carbon are diamond and graphite. 
Carbon shows allotropy because it exists in different forms of carbon. Though 
these allotropes of carbon have a different crystal structure and different physical 
properties, their chemical properties are the same and show similar chemical 
properties. Both diamond and graphite have symbol C. Both give off carbon 
dioxide when strongly heated in the presence of oxygen.  

  

Covalent Bond  

The bond formed by sharing a pair of electrons between two atoms are known as 
Covalent Bond. Carbon forms covalent bond. Carbon exists in two forms- as free state 
and as combined state. Free form of carbon is found in graphite, diamond and fullerene. 
In combined state, carbon exists as Carbon-dioxide, Glucose, Sugar etc.  
  

2. Allotropy in Carbon  

The property due to which an element exists in two or more forms, which differ in 

their physical and some ofthe chemical properties is known as “Allotropy” and the 

various forms are called “Allotropes”.  

Carbon exists in two allotropic form (i) crystalline (ii) amorphous. The crystalline 

forms are diamond and graphite whereas the amorphous forms are coal, charcoal, 

lamp black etc.  



 

Two Important Properties of Carbon  

Catenation and tetravalency are the two important properties of carbon.   

Catenation is a property of carbon by which carbon atoms can link one another via 
covalent bond and can form long chains, closed ring or branched chains etc. Carbon 
atoms can be linked by single, double or triple bonds.   

Carbon has a valency of 4 due to which it is known to have tetravalency. Due to this one 
carbon atom can bond with other 4 carbon atoms, with other atoms also such as Oxygen, 
Nitrogen etc.  

Hydrocarbons  

Fullerenes form another class of carbon   allotropes. The first one to be identified  

was   C - 60 , which has carbon atoms arranged in   the shape of a football.   

  
  

Diamond   

Diamond exits as three - dimens ional network with strong carbon - carbon covalent  
bonds. Diamond is hard in nature with high melting point. It shines in presence of  

light and it is a bad conductor of electricity. The most common use of diamond is  

in making jewellery. It is also used in cu tting and drilling tools.   

Graphite   

Graphite is made from weak van der wall forces. Each carbon atom is bonded with  
other three carbon atoms in order to form hexagonal rings. It serves as good  

conductor of heat and electricity. It is used as dry lubricant f or machine parts as  

well as it is used in lead pencils.   

Fullerene   

It is a hollow cage which exits in the form of sphere. Its structure is similar to  

fullerene. But along with hexagonal rings, sometimes pentagonal or heptagonal  

rings are also present .   

  

Fig.1 Structure of fullerene   



 

  

Unsaturated Hydrocarbon  

Compounds which are made up of carbon and hydrogen they are known  
as   Hydrocarbons . There are two types of hydrocarbons found  -   Saturated  
Hydrocarbons   and   Unsaturated   Hydrocarbons .    

Saturated Hydrocarbons  consist of single bonds between the carbon  
atoms.   For   Example , Alkanes. Alkanes are saturated hydrocarbons represented by  

a formula, C 
n H 

2 n +2 .   

Unsaturated Hydrocarbons are the one with double or triple bonds between the  
carbon atoms.   For Example , Alkenes an d Alkynes. Alkenes are represented as  

C 
n H 

2 n   whereas alkynes are represented as C 
n H 

2 n - 2 . Some saturated hydrocarbons  

and  unsaturated  hydrocarbons  are  represented  as – 

  
  
  

Fig.2. Saturated hydrocarb ons   ( ALKANES C 
n H 

n +2 2 )   

  



  
   

Structures of alkanes , alkyenes and alkynes-  

Electron Dot Structure- (Ethane)  

    

  

Ethene    

 

Ethyne  
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